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Abstract

Single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) are novel im-
age sensors that record the arrival of individual photons at
extremely high temporal resolution. In the past, they were
only available as single pixels or small-format arrays, for
various active imaging applications such as LiDAR and mi-
croscopy. Recently, high-resolution SPAD arrays up to 3.2
megapixel have been realized, which for the first time may
be able to capture sufficient spatial details for general com-
puter vision tasks, purely as a passive sensor. However, ex-
isting vision algorithms are not directly applicable on the
binary data captured by SPADs. In this paper, we propose
developing quanta vision algorithms based on burst pro-
cessing for extracting scene information from SPAD photon
streams. With extensive real-world data, we demonstrate
that current SPAD arrays, along with burst processing as
an example plug-and-play algorithm, are capable of a wide
range of downstream vision tasks in extremely challenging
imaging conditions including fast motion, low light (< 5
lux) and high dynamic range. To our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to demonstrate the capabilities of SPAD sen-
sors for a wide gamut of real-world computer vision tasks
including object detection, pose estimation, SLAM, and text
recognition. We hope this work will inspire future research
into developing computer vision algorithms in extreme sce-
narios using single-photon cameras.

1. Quanta Computer Vision

Single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) are a novel
sensor technology that promises high sensitivity and the
ability to time-tag photons with picosecond precision. De-
spite (or perhaps due to) these capabilities, most current
SPAD-based imaging systems are limited to being active
where the sensor needs to be precisely synchronized with an
active light source, e.g. laser. These active imaging systems
are driving many new applications, including non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) imaging [4, 44, 5], microscopy [3, 24], and
LiDAR [22, 48, 26, 45, 34] – the last being especially perti-
nent to computer vision. Indeed, SPADs are fast emerging

as the sensor of choice for automotive LiDAR due to their
high time-resolution [29] and lower costs.

Are SPADs ready for passive computer vision? Till a
few years ago, SPAD sensors were available as single-pixel
or small arrays such as 32×32. While they showed promis-
ing imaging performance in lab settings, these sensors were
largely restricted to mechanical scanning [27] and relatively
simple scenes [1]. Fortunately, the resolution of SPAD ar-
rays and other capabilities (signal-to-noise-ratio, dead-time)
have improved rapidly [49, 41] (Fig. 1(a)), reaching up to
3.2 MPixel [42] last year, which for the first time allows
capturing high-frequency spatial details needed for general
computer vision applications in-the-wild, including object
detection, text recognition, SLAM, etc. Furthermore, due to
their compatibility with mainstream CMOS fabrication, the
cost continues to decrease. In light of these recent advance-
ments, this paper explores the following questions: Can we
expand the scope of SPADs as a purely passive general-
purpose sensor with a broader range of computer vision ap-
plications beyond LiDAR (Fig. 1(c))? If so, what are their
benefits over conventional cameras?

SPAD arrays are capable of capturing binary frames at
high frame rates reaching 100kfps. Each pixel receives a
series of 0s and 1s, or a photon stream. To fully exploit
the imaging capabilities of single-photon image sensors, we
must design novel quanta vision algorithms (Fig. 1(b)) that
are optimized for data captured by SPADs as well as other
single-photon image sensors such as jots [16].

Quanta burst vision: It is challenging to extract meaning-
ful scene information from an individual binary frame (only
1-bit dynamic range). A quanta vision algorithm must com-
bine information from multiple frames. One such approach
is to simply average multiple binary frames to emulate a
multi-bit camera, which can be achieved by on-chip coun-
ters on existing SPAD [42] and jots sensors [36]. This ap-
proach, while easy to implement, runs into the fundamen-
tal imaging trade-off between blur and noise, as shown in
Fig. 2 (Top). For dynamic scenes in low-light conditions,
the naively averaged images are either too noisy or too
blurred, thereby preventing accurate object detection.
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Figure 1. Quanta vision. (a) High-resolution SPAD sensors have been developed in recent years, which paves the way for computer vision
in-the-wild. Figure reproduced from [10] with permission. (b) However, conventional vision algorithms do not directly work on photon
stream captured by SPADs. We propose developing quanta vision algorithms based on burst processing of SPAD photon streams. (c)
Quanta vision enables sensing and perception in high-speed, low-light or HDR environments, with a wide range of potential applications.
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Figure 2. Resolving blur-noise trade-off using burst vision. A
binary sequence captured in a dark garage (night, lights off). Naive
averaging and burst reconstruction [37] are used to reconstruct an
intensity image, which is then passed to pre-trained YOLOv3 for
object detection. (Top) Naive average images are either too noisy
or too blurred. Consequently, object detection fails for all integra-
tion window lengths. (Bottom) Burst vision is able to generate
clear images that provide sufficient signal for detection of the per-
son and the bike with sufficiently large integration windows.

It is possible to mitigate this blur/noise trade-off by com-
pensating for the motion in a burst of binary images, po-
tentially at the single-photon level, before extracting scene
information for downstream tasks. We call this approach
quanta burst vision, inspired by burst photography for con-
ventional cameras. We show that, with existing burst im-
age reconstruction techniques [37], a high-SNR and low-
blur intensity image can be reconstructed from a binary se-
quence, which provides sufficient information for various
computer vision tasks (Fig. 2 (Bottom)). Moreover, by al-
lowing software-defined overlapping integration windows,
it is possible to achieve high-SNR reconstruction at video
frame rates for video-based tasks, even in extremely dark
environments. The same reconstruction technique can be

used as a plug-and-play module for a wide range of tasks,
without needing to redesign, re-implement or retrain the
downstream algorithms.

Quanta vision in the real world. To demonstrate that
recently-developed SPADs can be deployed in real-world
vision applications, we capture binary sequences for var-
ious (∼10) downstream tasks in different lighting condi-
tions, scene/camera motions at various speeds, including
both indoor and outdoor environments (Fig. 3). The dataset
consists of over 50 million binary frames, captured at frame
rates ranging from 10kfps to 96.8kfps. We also capture syn-
chronized sequences using commercial cameras including
DSLR, cellphone, night vision camera and thermal camera.
By applying quanta vision with state-of-the-art traditional
and learning-based computer vision algorithms, we quali-
tatively show that it is possible to perform a wide gamut
of computer vision tasks in challenging conditions, includ-
ing extremely low light and rapid motion. We also provide
an evaluation protocol based on temporally-sampled anno-
tation: Human annotators label the burst reconstructed im-
ages at discrete timestamps, which provide a manageable
way to quantitatively evaluate quanta vision algorithms. We
will release this dataset and annotations, which can serve as
a test set for burst reconstruction and facilitate the develop-
ment of future quanta vision algorithms.

Scope and Contributions: The paper aims to draw atten-
tion to the potential of SPADs for general computer vision
and the need for developing quanta vision algorithms. We
propose burst vision as the canonical processing paradigm
for quanta vision. We use an existing burst image re-
construction algorithm as an example plug-and-play mod-
ule for several downstream image or video inference tasks.
We capture the first-of-its-kind large-scale quanta vision



[QR Decode, OpenCV/WeChat[43]] [2M frames]
[Dark/Strobe Light, Camera Motion, Fast, Indoor]

[Scene Text Detection, PP-OCR[14]] [2M frames]
[Dark/Strobe Light, Camera Motion, Fast, Indoor]

[Human Pose Estimation, AlphaPose[15]] [200K 
frames] [Bright/Dark, Scene Motion, Fast, Indoor]

[Action Recognition, I3D[7]] [400K frames]
[Bright/Dark, Scene Motion, Slow/Fast, Indoor]

[Object Tracking, SiamRPN++[30]] [200K frames] 
[Bright/Dark, Scene Motion, Fast, Indoor]

[Background Subtraction, DECOLOR[54]] [200K frames] 
[Bright/Dark, Scene Motion, Slow/Fast, Indoor]

[SLAM, ORB-SLAM3[6]] [18M frames]
[Dark, Camera Motion, Fast, Outdoor] [Face Detection, MTCNN[53]] [520K frames] 

[Bright/Dark, Scene Motion, Fast, Indoor]

[Object Detection, YOLOv3[46]] [1.8M frames]
[HDR, Camera/Scene Motion, Slow, Outdoor]

Clap

Figure 3. Quanta vision tasks and sequences. We capture binary sequences for a wide range of tasks, consisting of over 50 million binary
images in total. Tested tasks and algorithms including: QR decoding [43], scene text detection [14], object detection [46], SLAM [6], face
detection [53], human pose estimation [15], action recognition [7], background subtraction [54], object tracking [30]. For each task, one
representative sequence is highlighted with details provided. Faces are blurred for anonymity.

dataset, and use it to demonstrate the performance of burst
vision in-the-wild for a wide range of downstream tasks and
challenging imaging conditions (Fig. 3) where conventional
cameras are often inadequate.

The paper does not aim to develop novel burst recon-
struction algorithms. Instead, the paper merely uses the
proposed quanta burst vision approach, with an existing
burst reconstruction algorithm, to bootstrap the exploration
of quanta vision, which will hopefully spur further research
in this young but promising sub-field of computer vision.

2. Related Work
Single-photon image sensors. Single-photon avalanche
diodes (SPAD) achieve sensitivity to single photons via
avalanche multiplication. Recently, large-format SPAD ar-
rays with extremely high frame rates and negligible read
noise have been realized [49, 41], which makes them ideal
for low-light high-speed computer vision. Quanta image
sensors (QIS) based on jots are another type of single-
photon image sensors, which currently achieve smaller
pixel pitch and higher quantum efficiency but have a lower
temporal resolution than SPADs [16, 36]. Although we fo-
cus on SPADs in this paper, the principle of burst vision
benefits computer vision tasks with QIS as well.
Computer vision with passive single-photon image sen-
sors. Previous work focuses on image classification on
naive average of binary frames with few detected photons
by condensing knowledge from clean images [19, 21].
Such photon-limited images exist mostly because a longer

exposure cannot be used due to scene/camera motion. Their
performance can therefore be further improved if burst vi-
sion techniques are applied. [11] proposes to apply com-
puter vision algorithms directly on a stream of photons be-
fore a clean intensity image is formed. [31] uses a non-local
neural network to combine features from a burst of photon-
limited images. Both methods can be seen as implicit ap-
proaches to burst vision (see Sec. 6).

Computer vision with active single-photon image sen-
sors. SPADs have been broadly used for LiDAR, which
measures scene depth and has applications in various com-
puter vision tasks. [1] proposes an event-based neuromor-
phic system that directly performs object recognition from
detected photons. [40] directly trains a neural network for
object detection from pixelwise photon timing histograms.
In this paper, we focus on using SPADs as passive sensors.

3. Quanta Burst Vision

3.1. Why Do We Need Burst Vision?

Most existing SPADs for active sensing are event-driven,
which can accurately record the timestamp of photon arrival
events but are limited to low resolution due to the complex-
ity of time-to-digital converter (TDC). In this paper, we fo-
cus on the clock-driven design proposed in [49], which en-
ables higher resolution and can capture not only passive im-
ages but also active data with time gating. In such design,
a single SPAD pixel records a binary value B which is 1 if
one or more photons hit the sensor during a fixed exposure
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Figure 4. Why do we need burst vision? (a) In low light, a sin-
gle binary frame contains a sparse set of detected photons. (b)
Average photon counts are down to 0.002 per pixel. Therefore, it
is necessary to apply burst vision to combine information from a
large number of frames. (c) Conventional burst photography intro-
duces read noise at each frame, resulting in a blur-SNR trade-off.
A lower read noise gives a higher blur-SNR curve. SPAD sensors
have negligible read noise, which results in an ideal flat curve for
low-light burst vision. (Assuming 300 photons/second·pixel, 0.1s
exposure, 100 pixel apparent motion, and SPAD having the same
quantum efficiency as conventional CMOS and zero read noise.)

time, or 0 otherwise. Mathematically,

P{B = 0} = e−ϕ , P{B = 1} = 1− e−ϕ , (1)

where ϕ is the photon flux (photons/exposure) incident on
the pixel1. A 2D array of SPADs captures a 2D binary im-
age B(x, y). Due to the randomness of photons, a binary
image is extremely noisy, making it challenging for con-
ventional computer vision algorithms to extract meaningful
information. The problem is exacerbated in extremely dark
environments, as shown in Fig. 4(a,b): Only sparse pho-
tons are detected, and it seems impossible to recognize the
scene by looking at the image. Statistics over a sequence
of binary frames show that the photon flux goes down to
0.002 photons per pixel. For such extreme conditions, it is
necessary to combine information from multiple frames for
downstream computer vision tasks.

Existing SPAD [42] or jots [36] cameras simply add (or
average) binary frames captured over time into multi-bit
images, by using on-chip counters. In such naive averag-
ing mode of operation, single-photon cameras can be con-
sidered similar to conventional CMOS cameras, but with
lower noise. Although this naive averaging approach can
capture high-quality images in the dark for static scenes, as
discussed in Fig. 2, it is subject to the blur-noise trade-off,
which limits the performance in dark, dynamic scenes.

1Here we omit the discussion of other parameters including exposure
time, dark count, etc. A complete formula can be found in [2, 37].

Our key observation, inspired by burst photography for
conventional cameras [35, 25, 20, 39, 32], is that it is possi-
ble to align and merge the binary frames into a single multi-
bit image with reduced motion blur, which is then used as
input to downstream tasks. By using burst reconstruction
as a plug-and-play module, existing algorithms for a wide
range of downstream applications can be directly applied
without retraining or redesigning new algorithms.
Why are SPADs uniquely suited for burst vision in low
light? It is important to notice that conventional cam-
eras do not always benefit from burst photography, as each
frame suffers from a fixed amount of read noise. Fig. 4(c)
shows the effects of read noise on low-light burst photogra-
phy. During a fixed budget of total exposure time, a larger
number of frames results in shorter exposure per frame
and therefore less blur in the merged image (assuming the
frames are perfectly aligned by the algorithm). However,
since each additional frame introduces a fixed amount of
read noise, the SNR of the final image is also reduced. We
can analytically compute the SNR of a single white patch
as photon flux / (photon noise + read noise) as in [37, 27].
Intensity error due to blur is not considered so that noise
and blur is disentangled. By connecting points correspond-
ing to different number of frames, a blur-SNR curve can be
plotted. Notice that different curves are plotted for differ-
ent amount of read noise: Sensors with lower read noise
are less affected by the trade-off, and thus have a more flat-
tened curve. Although modern CMOS sensors have low
read noise (∼ 1e− or input-referred noise of one electron
for recent smartphones [13]), in extreme low-light, read
noise becomes significant as each frame only has a very
small number of photons. Furthermore, read noise for con-
ventional high-speed cameras is often considerably higher.2

In contrast, although SPADs have a small number of spu-
rious photon detections per unit time known as dark count,
SPADs do not require analog to digital conversion (ADC),
and thus have no/minimal per-frame read noise, even at
high capture speeds. This absence of read noise makes
SPADs the ideal sensor for low-light burst vision, with a
completely flat blur-SNR curve. A quantitative comparison
on downstream tasks performance can be found in Sec. 5.

3.2. Plug-and-Play Burst Reconstruction

What is the right burst reconstruction algorithm for bi-
nary frames captured by SPADs? Fig. 5 shows example
sequences with naive average as a baseline. Results are too
noisy when averaging over a short sequence, and blurred
when averaging over a long sequence.
Conventional burst denoising. Traditional burst denoising
approaches are inadequate for quanta images because each

2For example, Phantom v1840 has a read noise of 7.2e−:
https://www.phantomhighspeed.com/products/
cameras/ultrahighspeed/v1840

https://www.phantomhighspeed.com/products/cameras/ultrahighspeed/v1840
https://www.phantomhighspeed.com/products/cameras/ultrahighspeed/v1840
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Figure 5. Methods for burst reconstruction. (a) Binary images of an extremely dark scene (0.03 photons per pixel on average). Images
look bright due to 200X contrast stretching; the bright spots are very dim exit signs. (b) Naive average over a short sequence gives a noisy
image. (c) Naive average over a long sequence gives a blurred image. (d) Conventional burst denoising method (VBM4D) creates blocky
artifacts, especially for dark images. (e) Burst reconstruction for quanta images (QBP) is able to generate a high-SNR low-blur image.

quanta image is extremely noisy and does not contain suf-
ficient information to compute the motion and merge them
robustly. Fig. 5(d) shows the result of applying a state-of-
the-art video denoising algorithm (VBM4D [38]) on a bi-
nary sequence, which contains heavy blocky artifacts.
Burst reconstruction of binary images. Early reconstruc-
tion algorithms for single-photon images focus on statisti-
cal formulation [51, 17] with smoothness priors [9, 8] on a
static scene. Several approaches have then been proposed
to reconstruct an intensity images from a burst of quanta
images. [23, 28, 47] estimates the motion from the tempo-
ral statistics of binary images, assuming the scene consists
of rigid objects. [12] trains a neural network to reconstruct
an image from a small number of photon-limited multi-bit
QIS images. In this paper, we consider quanta burst pho-
tography (QBP) [37] as a plug-and-play module for quanta
vision because QBP makes a less restrictive motion assump-
tion (patch-wise translation) and works for binary sequence
of arbitrary length. Fig. 5(e) shows that QBP-reconstructed
images have a higher visual quality than naive averaging
and burst denoising. In Sec. 5 we demonstrate that such
higher visual quality leads to better downstream inference
performance than naive averaging and burst denoising.

3.3. Video Inference using Burst Vision

For video inference tasks, it is possible to shift the in-
tegration window in time to reconstruct frames at different
time instants. Suppose the binary frames are captured at
a frame rate f . The integration window tw is the num-
ber of frames used to create a single intensity frame with
burst reconstruction. Ideally, tw should be chosen to be
large enough so that a high-SNR intensity frame can be ob-
tained. In practice, an extremely long integration window
will not further improve the result as the field-of-view of
the later frames may not overlap with the earlier frames. We
also define inference period tp, which is the amount of shift
between neighboring integration windows. Inference pe-
riod is application-dependent, and is determined from how

t

Integration Window Binary Sequence
10,000 fps

Reconstructed 
Sequence

100 fps

Inference period 𝑡 = 100 frames

t

𝑡 = 1000
frames

Figure 6. Burst vision for video inference. The integration win-
dow size and the reconstruction period are independent. Here an
intensity image is reconstructed for every 100 binary frames while
combining information from 1000 neighboring frames.

frequently the inference results are needed for the task and
how much computation is affordable. In practice, an effec-
tive minimum inference period exists since motion between
even shorter periods becomes too small (a small fraction of
a pixel) to be precisely estimated.

One interesting observation is that the choice of infer-
ence period tp and integration window size tw are inde-
pendent. This decoupling enables the notion of software-
defined exposure times: The effective exposure time is given
by the integration window, which is completely defined by
the post-capture software processing. Furthermore, it is
possible to choose an exposure time much longer than the
inference period (effective frame rate), which allows over-
lapping exposure. Fig. 6 shows an example where tp = 100
(0.01s at 10kfps capture rate) and δU + δL = 1000 (0.1s).
This enables reconstruction of high-quality images at high
frame rates for low light vision, which is not possible with
naive averaging. A quantitative analysis on the effect of ex-
posure time is shown in Sec. 5.

4. Quanta Vision in the Real World

To demonstrate the capability of quanta vision in real-
world scenarios, we create a diverse SPAD image dataset
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Figure 7. Recovering semantics with burst vision. We run a pre-trained YOLOv3 model on images reconstructed by naive averaging and
QBP. (a) In a bright scene, both naive average (short) and QBP generate quality images for person detection. 35X contrast stretched. (b)
In a dark scene, naive average suffers from the blur-noise trade-off. QBP is able to reconstruct a clear image for detection. 370X contrast
stretched. (c) Naive averaging always performs worse than QBP and has a best operating point due to the blur-noise trade-off. QBP
keeps improving as software-defined exposure time increases. (d) We simulate images that would have been captured by a conventional
camera with read noise of 1 photon. Conventional single shot shows similar performance as naive average due to the blur-noise trade-off.
Conventional burst photography has improved accuracy when a longer exposure time is used, but is significantly lower due to read noise.

(Fig. 3) consisting of 47 scenes, many of which are cap-
tured under different lighting conditions, resulting in a total
of 137 binary sequences. Sequence length ranges from 20
seconds to 15 minutes. The sequences include both indoor
and outdoor scenes, with both scene motion and camera mo-
tion, ranging from slow handheld motion to fast car driving.
Ambient illumination varies from 0.02 lux in a dark room
to 50,000 lux directly under sunlight. All the sequences
are captured using SwissSPAD2 [49], which captures bi-
nary frames at a resolution of 512 × 256, with frame rates
between 10kfps and 96.8kfps. This comprehensive dataset
demonstrates the potential of using SPADs for real-world
applications, and can be used as a test-bed for future burst
reconstruction algorithms.

Evaluating quanta vision algorithms. For quantitative
evaluation, it is important to provide ground truth for the
collected dataset. However, it is extremely challenging
to annotate a quanta image due to its low SNR. We pro-
pose evaluating quanta vision algorithms using temporally-
sampled annotations. We use QBP to reconstruct inten-
sity images at fixed inference period (e.g. every 200 bi-
nary frames), which gives high-quality images for human
annotators to work on. An algorithm has the freedom to re-
turn results at any time instants, and the error is computed
by comparing the most recent result with the ground truth
available at fixed timestamps. We evaluate the algorithms
by the mean errors across the timestamps because an algo-
rithm that works well at sampled timestamps also is more
likely to perform well at other time instants, which enables
manageable quanta vision evaluation.

5. Experimental Results

Recovering semantics with burst vision. Fig. 7 demon-
strates how scene semantics can be recovered with burst vi-
sion. We capture sequences with the same scene motion
(running person) under two different light levels. We recon-
struct intensity images using naive averaging and QBP, and
then run YOLOv3 [46] pre-trained on COCO [33] to de-
tect the person. Both methods succeed in the bright setting.
In dim lighting, detection fails for both naive averaging us-
ing a short window (50ms) and a long window (200ms) due
to the blur-noise trade-off. QBP achieves an inference pe-
riod of 50ms while using a integration window of 200ms
via overlapping exposure, and successfully detects the per-
son. We annotate the bounding box using the proposed
temporally-sampled annotation scheme and quantitatively
evaluate if the methods can detect the person stably across
the sequence. QBP achieves best mean average precision
(mAP, at IoU=0.5) among the three methods, as shown in
Fig. 7(a, b). For better visualization of the results in this
paper, please refer to the supplementary video.

Performance analysis. We further study the performance
of SPAD as a function of software-defined exposure time.
Fig. 7(c) plots the mAP for both methods on the dark se-
quence. Naive averaging always performs worse than QBP
and has a best operating point due to the blur-noise trade-
off, while QBP keeps improving and flattens at long expo-
sure times. Therefore, it is always possible to use a long
exposure time for QBP for better detection precision. No-
tice that the computation complexity also increases with the
exposure time. In practice, the shortest software-defined ex-
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Figure 8. Recovering high-frequency spatial details. A pack-
age box moves fast in the dark. Naive average images are noisy
and blurry. Burst results (tp = 50ms, tw = 200ms) are clear
and sharp and the text and QR code are correctly detected, which
would be challenging if a low-resolution SPAD was used.

posure time needed to achieve a given precision at current
light level should be used. We analyze the benefit of SPAD
as a function of light level in Fig. 11.

Quanta burst vision vs. conventional burst photogra-
phy. To evaluate the effect of read noise on burst photogra-
phy, we simulate conventional images by adding read noise
(mean=0, std=1e−) to linear images reconstructed from
SPAD data (Fig. 7(d)).3 A burst of 10 frames with 20ms
exposure each are generated, with the same total exposure
time as the other two cases. Same burst reconstruction algo-
rithm [37] is applied to conventional and quanta data. Simi-
lar to naive averaging of binary frames, the mAP of conven-
tional single image increases at first and then decreases due
to the blur-noise trade-off. The mAP of conventional burst
photography keeps increasing as a longer software-defined
exposure time is used. However, due to the per-frame read
noise, the overall precision is much lower than QBP.

Recovering high-frequency spatial details. In addition to
high-level semantics, many vision tasks also involve recov-
ery of high-frequency spatial details, which is impossible
with a low-resolution SPAD array and is very sensitive to
noise and blur. Fig. 8 shows a sequence where the goal
is to detect text and a qr code on a fast-moving box in a
dark room. Naive averaging gives a noisy and blurry im-
age, while burst reconstruction results in a clear, sharp im-
age, with the text and the code correctly detected by existing
QR decoder [43] and scene text detection algorithms [14].

How does quanta vision compare to other low-light
imaging sensors? Fig. 9 shows a ball juggling scene in ex-
tremely low light where we use SiamRPN++ [30] to track
the ball. We show both the initial frame (t0) and a later
frame (t1) where the ball drops at a high speed. Synchro-
nized images are shown from a night vision camera (Bosch
DINION IP starlight 7000 HD), which is optimized for low

3Assuming SPAD and conventional CMOS pixels have comparable fill
factor and quantum efficiency, which has been achieved recently [42].

Night Vision (sCMOS) Thermal Camera SPAD
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Figure 9. Fast object tracking in extremely low light. (t0) We
manually mark the bounding box of the ball at the beginning of
the sequence, where the ball starts falling at a low speed. (t1) In a
later frame of the sequence, the ball drops at a higher speed. The
night vision camera records a blurred image. The thermal camera
does not capture the visual features of the ball. The SPAD camera
(tp = 10ms, tw = 200ms) gets a clear, sharp burst-reconstructed
image for tracking the ball and achieves the best AO among the
three cameras. 150X contrast stretched.

light and widely used as surveillance cameras. However,
the image contains heavy motion blur when the ball moves
fast. A thermal camera (HT 301) detects IR and gets a clear
image even in this dark environment, but it does not capture
features in visible light. The SPAD reconstructed images
are sharp and preserve the visual features on the ball, which
is tracked successfully. The three sequences are annotated
separately and the average overlap (AO) is reported.

Notice that this is not meant to be a direct compari-
son between camera technologies as they have different
sensor sizes, exposure times and optics. Instead, through
this example we show that there are extremely challenging
imaging conditions where current imaging technologies still
struggle at, while SPADs may provide a potential solution.

Quanta vision in the wild. Fig. 10 demonstrates quanta
vision capabilities in challenging outdoor scenes. We fix
the SPAD camera and the night vision camera side-by-side
above the dashboard of a car. In the object detection task,
the SPAD can detect a pedestrian from a long distance be-
yond the reach of the headlights. In the SLAM task, we
run ORB-SLAM3 [6] on reconstructed images offline. The
SPAD can track the camera motion and build a map de-
spite fast driving in the night. The night vision camera fails
in both cases. Please see the supplementary video for the
video sequence, including a SLAM reconstruction.

Quanta vision across wide dynamic range. In addition to
dark environments, Fig. 11 shows that SPAD cameras can
also perform computer vision tasks across a wide dynamic
range. The sequence starts from a dark room down to 1
lux, and gets directly exposed to sunlight at the end (50000
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lights). The scene is very dark ( ∼ 1 lux, 0.05 photons per pixel
on average). Images are contrast stretched (15X) for visualization.
(b) SPAD (tp = 50ms, tw = 500ms) is able to reconstruct a
high-quality image to enable SLAM tracking for nighttime driv-
ing while the night vision camera fails to detect features.
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Figure 11. Quanta vision across wide dynamic range. (a-e)
A SPAD camera captures a person walking from a dark room
(1 lux) to directly under sunlight (50000 lux). Burst method
(tp = 50ms, tw = 2s) reconstructs HDR images, enabling object
detection across the sequence. (f) The person is detected for al-
most every frame reconstructed by SPAD. The simulated conven-
tional camera fails to reconstruct good images for dark and bright
conditions, resulting in failure of the person detection algorithm.

lux). We also simulate conventional burst photography re-
sults following the same process as in Fig. 7 assuming 10-
bit ADC and 1e− read noise. Conventional camera fails for

extremely dark and bright scenarios, while SPAD is able to
reconstruct high-quality images across the entire spectrum
of lighting conditions, and the person is detected in almost
every reconstructed frame. For a fair comparison, the expo-
sure time and lens aperture is kept constant for both cam-
eras. In the future, we expect SPAD cameras to adapt to a
wider range of lighting conditions with auto-exposure and
exposure bracketing [18] implemented.
Please refer to the supplementary technical report for
more results that are not included due to the page limit.

6. Discussion and Future Outlook
Implicit burst vision. It is also possible to directly take
multiple binary frames as input [11] and combine the infor-
mation implicitly, which we call implicit burst vision. Sim-
ilar ideas have been explored in multi-frame and video neu-
ral networks for conventional cameras [50, 55], but the goal
is usually to combine semantic information across frames
and has not focused on improving inference results with
bursts of photon-limited frames until recently [31].

The challenge for implicit burst vision is that algorithms
need to be redesigned and training data needs to be collected
for each task, which is challenging as high-resolution SPAD
cameras are not yet accessible to everyone. On the other
hand, implicit burst vision can be optimized for each indi-
vidual task for better performance. In this paper, we focus
on explicitly applying burst reconstruction to quanta images
for downstream tasks (explicit burst vision). We hope this
will bootstrap the exploration of quanta vision and spur fur-
ther research on both explicit and implicit burst vision.
On the future of SPAD image sensors for vision applica-
tions. One limitation of burst reconstruction such as QBP
is that they require more computing resources and higher
bandwidth for transferring the binary frames, as compared
to on-chip naive averaging and only transferring intensity
images for downstream vision. Therefore, it is critical to
couple SPADs to powerful computational capabilities in
situ, so as to take advantage of the natively digital nature
of SPADs and the massive parallelism intrinsic to large
pixel arrays. Fast in situ functionality has been embedded
in SPAD image sensors [52], mostly to compress time-of-
flight data into event-driven packets of preprocessed par-
tial histograms. A higher level of computing sophistica-
tion including advanced data interpretation, ideally through
machine learning and neuromorphic computing, is possible
through 3D stacking, which enables combination of older
technologies that host SPADs in the top tier and advanced
technology nodes to host processing architectures.
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(a) SwissSPAD2 Chip (b) Example Hardware Setup

Figure 1. Hardware setup. (a) We use SwissSPAD2 [5] to cap-
ture binary sequences. Image reproduced from [5] with permis-
sion. (b) Example hardware setup with a SPAD camera, a thermal
camera and a night vision camera on the same cart. This enables
capturing synchronized videos where the cameras share the same
trajectories.

1. Hardware Setup

We capture binary sequences with a SwissSPAD2 [5]
(Fig. 1(a)) to demonstrate the capability of quanta vision.
We read off the binary pixel values for half of the SPAD ar-
ray, which gives a spatial resolution of 512×256. The cam-
era can capture up to 130,000 binary frames at a maximum
frame rate of 96.8kfps which are stored on-chip for offline
processing. To capture long sequences for video tasks such
as SLAM, we also developed an FPGA design that contin-
uously streams the binary frames to a PC with an SSD via
USB 3.0 while capturing, which supports arbitrarily long bi-
nary sequences at up to 17.3kfps. We also capture synchro-
nized videos from commodity cameras such as DSLR, cell-
phone, night vision cameras and thermal cameras. Fig. 1(b)
shows an example setup where we place the SPAD camera,
a thermal camera and a night vision camera on a cart. The
cart can then be moved during capturing such that the three
cameras share the same trajectory.

2. Additional Results

This section discusses quanta vision sequences that are
not included in the main paper due to space constraints.

Resolving blur-noise trade-off using burst vision. Fig. 2

shows a more detailed visualization on how the blur-noise
trade-off is resolved by quanta vision (Fig. 2 in the main
paper). We capture a binary sequence in a garage during
nighttime, with all the lights turned off. This results in an
extremely low light level, as shown by the single binary
frames. We run YOLOv3 [4] on naive average and burst re-
construction respectively. Naive average results suffer from
the blur-noise trade-off. The images are either too noisy or
too blurry, and object detection fails on all of them. Explicit
burst vision is able to solve the trade-off by compensating
for the motion, generating images with enough signal when
a sufficiently long integration window is used.

Recovering visual features for camera tracking. Many
vision tasks involve robust recovery and tracking of struc-
tural features, which is sensitive to noise and blur. Fig. 3
shows an indoor, handheld sequence for simultaneous local-
ization and mapping (SLAM). We run ORB-SLAM3 [1] on
reconstructed images offline. We switch a lamp on (7.5lx)
and off (0.02lx) during the sequence as shown in the syn-
chronized images from a static DSLR (Canon EOS Rebel
T5i). To show how challenging this lighting condition is,
we also run an ArCore demo app1 on a cellphone and ORB-
SLAM3 on a night vision camera side-by-side. At first the
lamp is on, and all three SLAM systems work properly.
When the lamp is turned off, the room becomes extremely
dark such that the DSLR gives an almost completely black
image with a few noise spots. Cellphone and night vision
camera lost tracking due to low image quality. SPAD still
recovers sufficient features for estimating camera motion.

Recovering spatial details under strobing light. Fig. 4
shows an example of scanning a fast moving QR code un-
der a rapidly flashing light (about 2Hz). The DSLR images
are noisy and blurry, especially when the flash is off. The
night vision camera captures noisy and blurry images when
the flash is off, and gets overexposed images when the flash
is on as it fails to adapt to high lighting level immediately.
The thermal camera cannot capture the QR code which is

1ARCore Elements: https://play.google.com/store/
apps/details?id=com.google.ar.unity.ddelements

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.ar.unity.ddelements
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.ar.unity.ddelements
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Figure 2. Resolving blur-noise trade-off using burst vision. We capture a binary sequence in a garage during nighttime, with all the
lights off. (Left) Naive average images suffer from the blur-noise trade-off and are either too noisy or too blurred. Object detection fails on
all the images. (Right) Burst vision resolves the blur-noise trade-off and gives high-quality images for successful object detection when a
sufficiently long integration window is used (≥ 1000 frames, 10ms software-defined exposure time).
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Figure 3. Recovering visual features for camera tracking. Handheld camera tracking for an indoor scene. The scene is illuminated by
a lamp which switches between on (7.5lx) and off (0.02lx). We run ORB-SLAM3 on the reconstructed SPAD images offline. To show
how challenging the lighting is, we show DSLR images from a static side view. We also run a demo ArCore app on a Galaxy S8 and
ORB-SLAM3 on a night vision cameras, which are rigidly fixed to the SPAD. (Top) When the lamp is on, all cameras see clear images and
all the SLAM systems work. (Bottom) When the lamp is off, the DSLR image looks almost black with only noise spots. The cellphone
and night vision camera fail to track due to low image quality. The SPAD images contain sufficient features for reliable tracking.
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Figure 4. Recovering spatial details under strobing light. A QR code moves fast under a rapidly flashing light (about 2Hz). DSLR
images are noisy and blurry. The night vision images are noisy and blurry when the flash is off, and overexposed when the flash is on. The
thermal camera cannot capture the QR code in the visible light range. The SPAD captures high-quality images in both lighting conditions
for robust QR code decoding.

only discernible in visible light range. The SPAD camera
captures high-SNR, low-blur images in both lighting condi-
tions, and the QR code is correctly decoded in both cases.

Background subtraction in low light. In addition to object
detection, tracking, QR decoding, scene text detection and
SLAM, we also evaluate the quanta vision for other tasks
which are not included in the main paper due to page con-
straints. Fig. 5 shows a person walking and running in a
dark room (same sequence as Fig. 7 in the main paper). We
run a traditional PCA-based background subtraction algo-
rithm [7] on the naive average and burst-reconstructed im-
ages. To help understand what the scene looks like, we

first show the burst reconstructions in the first row, and then
show the background-subtracted images for both naive av-
erage and burst reconstruction. The foreground mask from
naive average suffers from incomplete body parts, while the
result from burst reconstruction is more accurate.

Fast-moving human pose estimation. Fig. 6 shows a per-
son doing jumping jacks in a dark room. This is a chal-
lenging sequence because of the fast motion and cluttered
background. We run a learning-based human pose estima-
tor [3] on the images. Naive average cannot estimate the
human pose correctly. Burst reconstruction recovers most
of the body parts, with the exception of arms in some of the
images because arms are thin and move extremely fast.
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Figure 5. Background subtraction in low light. A person walks and runs (foreground) in a dark room with lights off (background). (Top)
We show burst reconstructions as visualizations of the scene. (Middle) Foreground mask from naive average images does not completely
cover the body parts. (Bottom) Foreground mask from burst reconstruction better covers the entire body.
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Figure 6. Fast-moving human pose estimation. A person doing jumping jacks in a dark room. (Top) Naive average fails to estimate all
the body parts correctly. (Bottom) Burst reconstruction is able to recover poses with high accuracy, despite recovery of the arms being
challenging because they are thin and move extremely fast.

Action recognition in low light. Fig. 7 shows a person
clapping and waving hands in a dark room. We run a state-
of-the-art action recognition algorithm [2] on a sliding win-
dow of 32 frames across the reconstructed sequence. Naive
average images are noisy and blurry (e.g. waving hand). As
a result, the action is not correct recognized. Burst recon-
struction generates better quality images, where the clap-
ping and waving action is correctly recognized.

Face-moving face detection in low light. Fig. 8 demon-

strates running face detection [6] on a jumping person,
which is challenging due to the dark environment and the
fast vertical movement. With burst vision, it is still able to
detect the faces from the reconstructed images.
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